Aquatic Weed Control

There are three forms of aquatic weed control — mechanical, biological and chemical. Various mechanical methods can be employed, including pulling, raking, digging, skimming, cutting, lining, shading, draining, and dredging. Equipment costs can range from practically nothing to an investment of thousands of dollars.

Biological controls include fertilization of ponds to produce algae blooms which shade out rooted vegetation and increase fish production; the white amur, a fish that has been introduced experimentally as an aquatic weed and algae eater; a large crayfish species, _Orconectes causeyi_, which feeds on living and dead plant material; and the lily weevil, an insect being used in some areas of the South to control water hyacinth.

The use of chemicals is the most common method for controlling nuisance weed and algae growths. The following is a list of companies and what they presently have on the market for this area of weed control.

Aquazine, manufactured by Ciba-Geigy Corp., Greensboro, N.C., is relatively new on the market. It is an algicide-herbicide used to control algae and submerged weeds in ponds. The company said it has low toxicity, and because of this there are no fishing restrictions after application. It is effective against pond plants at very low concentrations. Its low solubility helps to assure its complete dispersion throughout the pond by natural water movement, according to product manager Bob Austin.

While some chemicals kill plants immediately on contact, Aquazine is gradually absorbed, he said. When treatment is made at a five to 10 percent infestation level, the sudden deposit of dead algae and weeds is avoided, and this minimizes the danger of extreme oxygen depletion brought about as a result of massive decomposition.

The chemical will provide control of algae and weeds for a full season, depending on the degree of infestation and on climatic conditions. Where the warm season is long and water temperatures remain high, it may take more than one treatment to maintain full-season algae control. The company said Aquazine controls algae and aquatic weeds by inhibiting the photosynthetic process after being absorbed by the plants.

Kembro, Inc., Mequon, Wis., manufactures the GenAirator, a system of pond bottom aeration designed by company president Dr. Mervin F. Browne. The unit's Venturi chamber jet plume action amplifies circulation of bottom water, Dr. Browne said. He said 6,000 gallons of water are drawn in a few inches off the lake bottom without disturbing the lake. As this column of water rushes to the surface, it tugs along with it surrounding waters, so wind action is constantly saturating enormous quantities of bottom water with oxygen.

3M Co., St. Paul, Minn., manufactures five products in this area, according to Robert E. Morrow, sales supervisor of aquatic products and services.

Mariner brand liquid copper algicide System A is an aqueous solution of a copper-triethanolamine complex. It is useful in controlling many species of plankton and filamentous algae in lakes, ponds, canals and waterways. 3M brand aquatic herbicide System E is a compacted formulation of endothall which is for controlling a variety of aquatic weeds growing in non-moving water. The product is applied to infested areas in pellet form. The pellets disintegrate into fine particles and the endothall is
released from the particles over a period of hours. Morrow said it controls coontail, elodea, hydrilla, pondweed, water buttercut, water-milfoil and widgeongrass.

Mariner brand aquatic herbicide System L contains endothall exchanged into a carrier system consisting of hydrous aluminum oxide. It controls species of hydrilla, naiad, pondweed, coontail, elodea, water-milfoil and widgeongrass.

Mariner brand aquatic herbicide System M is a wettable powder containing 55.8 percent copper in a form said to be effective in controlling chara and many species of filamentous algae in nonmoving water. It is applied as an aqueous suspension.

Mariner brand Blue Pond Dye enhances the natural beauty of pond water while concealing undesirable conditions like plankton algae, sediment and decaying vegetation. It is for use in ornamental ponds, golf course water holes and other small, water-containing areas.

Great Lakes Biochemical Co., Inc., Milwaukee, Wis. manufactures four products in this area.

Slow Release Algimycin PLL-C is a copper-based pelleted formulation for controlling attached and branched algae, especially chara and nitella. Algimycin PLL-C is a concentrated water soluble liquid algicide of chelated copper which remain soluble over a wide pH range. It can be used with simple spray equipment or by metering directly into the fresh water supply. It can be sprayed on the water directly on floating mats of algae or injected below the surface.

Algimycin PLL is a less-concentrated formulation of chelated copper for precise dosage in small ornamental ponds.

Algimycin GLB-X is a wettable powder specifically formulated to control and prevent the growth of most algae and similar slime producing organisms found in small ornamental ponds.

Dr. Robert M. Stern of the company explained to WEEDS TREES & TURF how weed and algae control was handled recently at Mequon Municipal Golf Course in Wisconsin.

"The irrigation lake at the course posed two problems," he said. "First and most important was that the presence of large amounts of aquatic weeds and algae caused a clogging of the water intake, and secondly, the obnoxious appearance and malodors given off by decaying materials was undesirable. We also had the problem that any chemicals added must have no harmful effect on the turf."

Since the body of water had a heavy infestation of aquatic weeds and algae, it was necessary to treat for both, he said. After an identification of the types of aquatic weeds and algae growth were made, a three-step program was devised. The weeds were treated with a silvex-endothall mixture. Immediately after treatment for aquatic weeds, chelated copper in the form of Algimycin PLL-C was applied to the same area directly on the mats of the algae. Two weeks later, after most of the weeds and algae were killed and had decomposed, the same area was treated with Slow-Release Algimycin PLL-C pellets to control further growth of algae.

"Initial treatment for weeds and algae was made late in June and treatment with Slow-Release Algimycin PLL-C was made in early July," he said. "Most visible algae..."
WEED PROBLEMS IN YOUR LAKE OR POND?
Often referred to as the ecology fish, the White Amur has proven to be the most economical way to control underwater weeds, grasses, moss and algae. The AMUR eats only vegetation, does not eat other fish, does not reproduce in your pond and will give control for 10 years or more. The AMUR has been used very successfully in private lakes, golf course ponds, and industrial waters. Fish should be stocked only in confined waters.

For further information: Write Sea-Ranch Inc. Rt. 2, Box 604, Sheridan, Ark. 72150 or call 501-942-2515
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The H-650 Harvester for aquatic weeds from Aquamarine Corp.
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growth and weeds had disappeared 12 days after the initial treatments. Algae was controlled successfully for the remainder of the summer around the inlet areas.”

Aquamarine Corp., Waukesha, Wis., has two systems of mechanical aquatic weed harvesting, according to R. M. Stair, vice president of sales. The first is the Aqua-Trio. This consists of a harvester, transport and shore conveyor. The harvester cuts a swath of aquatic weeds eight feet wide and up to five feet deep. It can operate in water only 18 inches deep. The capacity of a hold on the unit is 650 cubic feet.

When the harvester hold is full, the transport is mechanically mated with the harvester and the load is transferred by the live bed of the harvester to the live bed hold of the transport. At the shore, the transport is mated, mechanically with the shore conveyor that loads the cut weeds into a waiting truck or stack.

The company also manufactures the Sawfish, a marine front end loader. It operates on the same principle as the trio, but with smaller quantities and is a single unit. Stair told WEEDS TREES & TURF aquatic herbicides are “ecologically a disaster. We have a whole ecosystem to consider, and we don’t really know that much about what happens. The decaying process of dead weeds consumes oxygen that is vital to the body of water, and you do not have this process with mechanical weed harvesting.”

Phelps Dodge Refining Corp., New York, manufactures Triangle Brand Copper Sulfate. It is available in large crystals similar to those of rock salt, and also in very fine crystals like table salt. Each form has its particular uses in algae and weed control, the company said. For controlling algae, it is most practical to spray algae growths with copper sulfate that has been dissolved in water.

More copper sulfate is needed to destroy weeds than to destroy algae. For this reason, the use of copper sulfate as a weed killer may be dangerous to fish life. It is not recommended for destroying those weeds which have floating leaves or those which stick up above the water.

The most practical method for treating submerged weeds with copper sulfate is to use the large crystals.

Applied Biochemists Inc., Mequon, Wis., manufactures Cutrine-Plus and Weedtrine. Cutrine-Plus controls filamentous and planktonic algae, the company’s Robert...
Senninger said. It can be applied with regular spray equipment in its liquid form. In its granular form it controls chara, nitella and other algae that grows on the bottom. It can also control spirogyra, cladophora, vaucheria, ulothrix, microcystis and oscillaria.

Weedtrine-D is an aquatic weed killer in recreational areas, around boat docks and long shorelines. Senninger said early in the season, when weeds have not yet reached the surface, apply Weedtrine-D by pouring directly from the container into the water throughout the infested area. In late season, he said, where weed growth has reached the surface, it may be poured from the container, injected below the water surface or sprayed on the water surface.

Thompson-Hayward Chemical Co., Kansas City, Kan., manufactures a number of aquatic management products, according to Bob DeCicco, manager of marketing services.

For submersed rooted aquatic plants, the company manufactures Casoron G-10, a herbicide also registered for the rooted algae, chara, in non-flowing waters. It is in granular form designed to sink to the bottom where the chemical is absorbed into the plant root system. It controls elodea, northern water milfoil, naiads, coontail, chara and pondweeds.

For emersed aquatic plants, endothall is the basic ingredient for three aquatic herbicides manufactured by the company. Aquathol-Plus combines contact and systemic action for the control of 25 weed species.

Ded-Weed Silvex LV is a control for submersed and emersed weeds. Best results are obtained when used before plants begin to flower. It is effective in control of alligator weed.

Algaetrol 76 can control a broad range of algae including chara. Apply it when algae growth first becomes visible and water temperatures are above 60°F., the company said.

Air-Lee Industries, Inc., Outdoor Products Division, Madison, Wis., manufactures an aquatic weed cutter, according to Henry M. Ebbo of the sales and service department.

The unit cuts weeds in waterways and along shorelines. Ebbo said it is highly maneuverable and can work close to piers at the edge of the water. By keeping a forward speed of the recommended three to six miles an hour, quite an area can be covered in a few hours, he said.

Once cut, the weeds should be removed from the water and there is a rake attachment available for that purpose. While the rake can be mounted with the cutter, it is a much faster and more efficient operation to have the rake mounted on a separate boat, by using an auxiliary rake frame. Ebbo said the cutter can keep three or four rake boats busy.

National Hydro Systems, Inc., West Chicago, Ill., manufactures the Hydro Systems Aerator, according to that company's Jim Baranyi. The unit is a floating aerator that keeps the algae level down by pumping
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**WEEDS CHOKING YOUR LAKE?**

*WHATEVER YOUR LAKE FUN, IT'S MORE FUN WHEN YOU DON'T HAVE TO CONTENT WITH SMELLY, UNSIGHTLY AND CUMBERSOME WATER WEEDS.*

**AQUATHOL K**

Aquatic Herbicide

Controls those water weeds—fast, efficiently, economically... and without harm to the environment or fish when applied as directed on the label. Aquathol K may be easily applied by an individual to control weeds around his dock or lake front beach... or applied professionally for effective weed control. It may be obtained locally in either liquid or granular form. When applied as directed, there is seldom a need for re-application during the season.

Specify Aquathol K or Aquathol Granular to rid your lake of water weeds.
water up in the air to add oxygen. It is recommended for golf courses, small lakes, public parks, industrial lagoons, farm ponds, and recreation sites.

Chevron Chemical Co., San Francisco, Calif., manufactures Ortho Diquat Water Weed Killer. Ronald G. Gras of the company said it is water-soluble and presents no hazard to fish populations when used according to label instructions. It can control bladderwort, coontail, elodea, naiad, pondweeds, water milfoil, pennywort, salvinia, water hyacinth and water lettuce, duckweed, cattails and certain filamentous algae.

Amchem Products, Inc., Ambler, Pa., manufactures a number of aquatic products, according to Robert C. de Wilde, marketing manager of industrial chemicals for the Agricultural Chemicals Division.

Aqua-Kleen contains 20 percent by weight of 2,4-D acid equivalent. Its granules sink to lake or pond bottom and release the weed killing chemical in the critical root zone of submerged aquatic weeds. The granules do not readily dissolve in water and the chemical is released slowly. Applications can be made to coincide with rapid growth of root systems. Early spring applications are more effective on most weeds than are summer or fall treatments. Susceptible weeds are water milfoil and water stargrass. Slight to moderately resistant weeds are bladderwort, white water lily, yellow water lily or spatterrock, water shield, water chestnut and coontail.

Amitrol-T liquid herbicide can control cattails, phragmites and water hyacinths. Emulsamine E-3, an oil soluble amine form of 2,4-D, can control water hyacinths. Weedar 64 can control water hyacinths. Weedone, 2,4,5 TP can control alligatorweed. Fenac can control American pondweed, leafy pondweed, sago pondweed, water-thread pondweed, American elodea pondweed, southern naiad, water stargrass, coontail, milfoil sp. and slender spike rush, smartweed, water pennywort and parrotfeather.

The Agchem Division of Pennwalt, Fresno, Calif., manufactures Aquathol K, an aquatic herbicide.

The company said it controls water weeds without harm to the environment or fish. It comes in liquid and granular formulations. It need be applied only once a season.

Rhodia Inc.'s Agricultural Division in Monmouth Junction, N.J., manufactures the Visko-Rhap invert emulsion system, a herbicidal control system, explained in Operation Duckweed, beginning on the next page.
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**"Sound Conditioned" M & M Brush Chippers**

**for... less noise... more efficiency**

Applying engineering designs which "Sound Conditioned" our industrial scrap reduction machinery, Mitts & Merrill can modify our brush chippers for low noise levels. At the same time, those engineering features which have made Mitts & Merrill the leader for years have been retained.

---

*Copyright Mitts & Merrill, Inc., 1973, 1974, 1975. All rights reserved.*
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**Staggered knife pattern**, for years a Mitts & Merrill feature, has always resulted in a lower noise level. First, by segmenting the noise source. Second, through smoother cutting action. Third, by producing smaller chips.

**Plus**

- Positive safety-lock pin for greater operator safety
- Swing-away, folding feed chute protects cutting chamber; allows instant access and increases maneuverability
- Heavy duty construction includes coil spring, torsion-type suspension, and box tubular steel frame.